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Abstract
A common ethical code for everybody involved in health care is desirable, but there are important limitations to the role such a code could play. In order to understand these limitations the approach to ethics using principles and their application to medicine is discussed, and in particular the implications of their being prima facie. The expectation of what an ethical code can do changes depending on how ethical properties in general are understood. The difficulties encountered when ethical values are applied reactively to an objective world can be avoided by seeing them as a more integral part of our understanding of the world. It is concluded that an ethical code can establish important values and describe a common ethical context for health care but is of limited use in solving new and complex ethical problems.
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Introduction
Codes of ethics have been a longstanding element in the professional control of the behaviour of doctors, and indicate a commitment to act with integrity in extreme circumstances.1 When patients seek medical care they are not entering an ordinary social relationship; they often feel vulnerable but need to expose and share intimate and important aspects of their lives. Ethical codes of conduct offer some tangible protection to both patients and doctors in these circumstances. The Hippocratic Oath is perhaps the best known code of this kind, and is still administered in some medical schools in the UK and elsewhere,2 despite uncertainty about its origin and relevance.3 Some schools use a modernised version of the Hippocratic Oath or the Prayer of Maimonides, others use the Declaration of Geneva or their own institutional oath. More recently the General Medical Council has issued a code, Duties of a Doctor,4 in response to changes in society, the law and medical practice. Traditionally, codes were adopted and oaths taken exclusively by doctors, reflecting that professional health care was a matter mainly between the doctor and the patient. Increasingly, many of the moral difficulties in present day health care arise in complex organisations where care is delivered by multidisciplinary clinical teams and influenced by a range of others including managers, boards and governments.1 This, among other considerations, has led to the recent call for a code of ethics for all health care professions;5 and follows a number of expressions of concern voiced about the general ethical state of modern medicine.6 In their recent paper, Dr Berwick et al give ample illustration of the diverse and complex moral challenges facing contemporary health care workers, and say they have been encouraged by many to seek a common ethical basis for medical practice.5

Their concern is not an esoteric, specialist one; ethics are a central element in the quality of day to day clinical practice and of enormous importance to the care of patients. Even if codes have only a small influence they are likely to be worthwhile. Most ethical codes cover a range of topics. They usually include some specific prohibitions, for example, forbidding euthanasia, or disclosure of secret information, but mainly they describe general attitudes and expected forms of conduct, for example: “always to act for the benefit of patients, deliver bad news with understanding and sympathy, not sit in moral judgement on any patient, and strive to cure where possible but to comfort always”.7 There are advantages to be gained through the adoption of an ethical code and in having a common understanding of the ethical nature of medical practice. However, a code may raise unrealistic expectations about its scope and some caution is required. It is important, in striking the right balance, to understand the role that such a code can play.

Ethical codes work in a similar way to ethical principles, the use of which has received much attention in recent years.8 In fact, the principles approach is now the most generally accepted and influential school of thought among medical ethicists and is highly relevant to the discussion of ethical codes. There are important limitations to the principles approach to ethics which apply equally to ethical codes. The theory is most nota-
bly described by Beauchamp and Childress, whose exposition is based on four principles: autonomy, non-maleficence, beneficence, and justice. These principles are seen as one of four tiers in a hierarchy of levels of analysis necessary for moral justification. At the first tier there are particular judgments which are justified at the second level by moral rules. These in turn are justified at the third level by principles, and principles are finally justified at the fourth level by more comprehensive ethical theory. Both the methodology and applicability of “principlism” have been challenged, as well as defended as a common framework for biomedical ethics. However, even their strongest supporters do not see principles as a complete or self-standing means of establishing ethical practice. Beauchamp and Childress explain that: “Principles guide us to actions, but we still need to assess a situation and formulate an appropriate response, and this assessment and response flow from character and training as much as from principles”. Gillon subsequently called this: “the four principles and scope” approach to biomedical ethics.

How principles operate

The expectation is that, in practice, ethical principles and codes will help in thinking through difficult moral issues and in defending subsequent decisions. Proponents of the principles approach claim that they offer a firm grounding for moral judgment that can be used to resolve ethical dilemmas and be given in justification of our actions. For example, doctors are frequently faced with the dilemma of deciding what information should be given to patients about their condition. On the one hand, it is important for patients to know as much as possible about their disease in order to respond appropriately and take proper account of its implications in the conduct of their lives. On the other hand, knowledge of some aspects of the disease, in particular, complications that may occur but are unlikely, may carry the certainty of causing unnecessary distress and anxiety. This knowledge itself may adversely affect the patient, detracting from the quality of remaining life, and thereby worsening the prognosis. The approach taken using principles is to consider the requirements of each relevant principle in turn. In this example they are: the principle of autonomy, requiring relevant information to be given to the patient who wishes to receive that information; non-maleficence, not causing harm to the patient (either by giving information inappropriately and causing unnecessary confusion or anxiety or against the patient’s expressed wishes); and beneficence, wishing to promote the patient’s general wellbeing to produce the best outcome. The moral process resulting from this method is one of weighing the conflicting thrusts of these different concerns and deciding, on balance, the best course of action.

An important benefit of using principles in medical ethics is the drawing together of a common core of issues which loosely unite ethical concerns in health care. Taken in isolation the principles themselves are desirable, attractive and morally sound (similar in character to that of virtues). However, on any particular occasion they may conflict with each other and will not provide a moral conclusion without further judgment. Hence the need to make an assessment of the particular instance in order to decide the extent to which each principle is compatible with the underlying moral, professional, religious, or political theories that individual clinicians may hold. The advocates of the principles approach argue that since the content of general principles is consistent with most theories their application is universal and they transcend most cultural boundaries. They also have the attraction of being consistent with common approaches to the teaching of ethics, in particular lending themselves to the method of casuistry where the desired principles can be woven into a description of the situation as part of a narrative style of teaching.

Principles as ‘prima facie’

Principles and the moral rules derived from them are not absolutely binding. Their status is best described as “prima facie”, by which Beauchamp and Childress mean that a principle is a duty which is binding on all occasions unless it is in conflict with equal or stronger duties. Following Ross, Beauchamp and Childress determine overriding duty by locating “the greatest balance” of right over wrong in any circumstance where there is conflict between principles. Although not absolute, they are more than expendable rules of thumb:

“Because they are always morally relevant, they constitute strong moral reasons for performing the acts in question, although they may not always prevail over other prima facie duties. One’s actual duty is thus determined by the balance of the respective weights of the competing prima facie duties in the situation. One might say that prima facie duties count even when they do not win.”

The strength of principles lies in their being prima facie, but so does their weakness. Problems begin to emerge when we ask how we are to moderate between principles when they are in conflict.
There is nothing internal or intrinsic to *prima facie* principles themselves that determines relative importance. For example, when there is a need for autonomy, how important is non-maleficence? On any particular occasion it may be of overwhelming importance or of little practical relevance. The reference must be, as Beauchamp and Childress correctly say, to a more basic and profound ethical system, but the precise form this should take is not inherent in the principles themselves. Whenever there is a testing moral case principles are silent and something more, beyond principles, is required. However, in practice they are often accepted at face value without direct reference to a more comprehensive ethical theory, and indeed, the danger is that they will obscure ethical theory rather than illuminate it. This difficulty is manifest when principles are used in explanation of moral judgment; they are given no explanation themselves other than their prior designation as *prima facie*, and cannot give moral theory grounding without circularity.\(^\text{19}\)

In practice, does the *prima facie* nature of principles matter? Can it not be argued that principles give us a very useful method of reaching moral conclusions and are sufficiently secure in their generality to perform this task without recourse to more basic and specific moral theory? This is the position implied by the presentations of moral theory in many bioethical texts, where different moral systems are given only superficial consideration, often drawing no conclusions as to relative merit. As a result, when particular issues are considered the weight allocated to individual principles is usually presented independently from any direct connection with underlying moral theory. It is not seen as material that the agent has, for example, a deontological approach to duty or is a consequentialist. Whether right or wrong, this lack of connection has little practical relevance when the rights and wrongs of the particular case are obvious and not in dispute. However, it is of critical importance when moral judgments are difficult - as they invariably are in many of the moral dilemmas in medicine, for example, whether a health authority should offer an expensive new treatment for Alzheimer's disease to all patients even though it will mean hardship in other areas, or whether a managed care organisation should selectively enrol well people and avoids vulnerable populations.\(^\text{1}\) In these cases the basis of moral judgments and their justification are called into question, and it is insufficient to take principles as a guide to action without further reference.

### Understanding the role of principles in medicine

The role principles can play in medicine is influenced by the way ethics in general are conceived. Clinical practice has an intrinsic ethical component, however, in training and in thinking about moral values clinicians frequently find that they share a particular ethical outlook that is consistent with a scientific approach to life, and which treats ethics as a separate and secondary issue. Reality is seen primarily in terms of the objective, external, physical world, whilst in contrast, values and ethics are seen as a separate, subjective and personal realm.\(^\text{20}\) In following this division there are two components to making a moral judgment. First there are the morally neutral facts of the case that are either true or false and about which one can have knowledge or belief. Second there are the ethical attitudes one can have in response to the situation which determine the rights and wrongs of the case and guide what action should follow.\(^\text{21}\) This process of applying principles to a particular situation should ideally be carried out objectively, with the subject deciding in a calm and detached manner the relative importance of each theoretical principle. This relegation of the ethical aspects of the world to a secondary and distinct subject is at the root of the difficulties encountered in subsequent ethical debate. As soon as a division is established one issue tends to overshadow any further ethical consideration: how are the two realms of thought related and how can ethical value be derived from the objective facts? The subsequent discussions range across a spectrum from extreme scepticism that there is any objective connection between facts and values to a rigid reductionism of fixed relationships, usually utilitarian of one kind or another.

Some attempts have been made to overcome these problems, by extending, through the work of social science and psychology, the idea of naturalism beyond the natural sciences to include social and emotional aspects of life, in an effort to enable science to provide a more holistic picture of nature. However, the philosophical difficulties persist and cannot be overcome by simply extending the concept of nature to include social and psychological factors. The root of the problem lies more fundamentally with the conception of the relationship between ethics and other aspects of the world. In order to make further progress, instead of moral judgments being considered as separate, non-cognitive aspects of life, they are better understood as being an integral and inseparable part of empirical and factual properties.\(^\text{22}\) It is a mistake to think of an objective,
physical world which we then evaluate and from which we derive subjective ethical judgments. Values are better thought of as being already present in our conceptions of the world. This is not just a different interpretation but an epistemological claim about the way we understand the world, such that moral aspects are already present in our understanding and not thought of as being added by a further, secondary step. Here, moral properties are part of the world in the same way as any other property, including physical, social and emotional components. For example, cruelty can be recognised in the world and is not separable from the particular circumstances in which it is found. This view opens up the possibility of seeing the world and understanding what is going on in different ways. So, in the previous example of disclosure of information, although not giving information may be considered on the grounds of kindness (not wishing to cause additional anguish), it may also be seen as a cruel deception. The same set of circumstances can be seen in different ways and what is “right” depends on our point of view; and this in turn is shaped by cultural and social influences as well as our own individual views. The skill of a clinician lies in understanding the import of these competing views and in his or her ability to make a practical decision.

The arguments about providing a new drug for Alzheimer’s disease hinge around cost and clinical effectiveness, but also crucially depend on how important Alzheimer’s disease is thought to be and the extent to which it matters whether some respite is obtained in the course of the disease. The question about whether a managed care organisation should selectively enrol well people may be connected only to the financial viability of the organisation or it may be seen in the wider context of the health needs of the population as a whole and care of the most vulnerable groups, involving the question of where medical skills can provide the greatest benefit. However, unless we can see the particular possibility we cannot make a judgment about it. We make sense of the world in a factual and evaluative way as an integral and coherent process; it is the way the world is perceived that gives reasons to act morally. Principles and codes are still active as general background concepts establishing and describing issues that are important, but they have a limited role in explaining why we hold the values we do.

Although principles are derived in the context of an underlying moral theory, this is usually not explicit, and alone they cannot explain why a particular ethical position is important. If we try to use them in this way, instead of acting as a conduit for moral clarity they may intervene and obscure a clear ethical view of a situation. In any particular situation principles cannot ensure a correct balance of the indeterminate number of factors that can or could be taken into consideration, but they can help to focus on relevant moral issues. Principles are not the basis on which moral judgments are made, and they cannot give an explanatory basis for making those judgments; moral judgments themselves are more basic and no more profound reference is available. Once one understands the limitations of moral principles it is easier to see where they can play a useful role. They are markers that establish and define important concepts and can be used to describe important aspects of the positions we hold. They give shape to our moral environment and summarise our ethical positions.

This understanding of the role of principles and codes can allow a broader and more direct consideration of the moral issues. Instead of an inconclusive debate about conflicting principles, tending to narrow down the issues for consideration, this encourages broader and more robust moral discussion, requiring personal sensitivity as well as a trained appreciation of the many issues that can be relevant. We are more likely to understand why we feel the way we do and focus more clearly on comprehensive patient needs rather than taking a more limited perspective.

Conclusion
The content of general principles and codes represents concepts and values that can set the general ethical character and approach for healthcare. However, it is of little use in explaining individual ethical judgments. The implications for establishing ethical codes lie in recognising their potential value in describing the ethical environment and ethical attitudes that are shared by healthcare workers. Codes can also provide clear positions for a few headline ethical issues such as euthanasia, but cannot provide the certain answers to many of the ethical problems encountered in the course of everyday medical practice.
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Fifth European Forum on Quality Improvement in Health Care

The organisers of the Fifth European Forum on Quality Improvement in Health Care, to be held in Amsterdam, the Netherlands from 23 - 25 March 2000, are calling for papers.

Themes of the forum include:
Continuous quality improvement of patient care: what it is and how it can be implemented;
Leadership, culture change and change management: the major success factors in continuous quality improvement;
Collaboration between managers and clinical leaders;
Health policy and quality improvement for lasting success in the health care system;
Implementing existing knowledge and disseminating best practices: our highest priority and our obligation to patients.
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